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Colloid Mill vs. Batch Manufacturing:
Is there really a difference?
Shear Forces and particle sizes.GemSeal uses proprietary colloid mills to manufacture all of its
pavement sealers. Some may ask how sealers produced by a colloid mill differ from sealers made with a
ribbon blender or other batch process. Simply put, colloid milling is a continuous process which applies
consistent, high shear forces to create the most uniform microscopic particles from the raw materials to
produce a highly stable and homogenous emulsion. Batch processes cannot achieve this, no matter how
skilled the operator.

Why do batch processes fall short?In a batch system,
conditions under which emulsion particles are generated vary
significantly during the process. At the beginning of a batch,
temperatures can vary, liquid volume of the batch is relatively small,
and there is no ability to create adequate pressure by which to enable
better shear. At the end of the batch process, the rising liquid level
above the mixing blades reduces the ability of the raw materials to
blend, compromising material consistency.
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Jet engines and kitchen appliances.For a more visual explanation of the difference, picture sealer
made with a process similar to a turbine engine versus a cake mixer. The colloid mill resembles a jet engine
in its design, performance, and complexity. The end product reflects a more sophisticated technology in the
manufacturing system: raw materials are squeezed using pressure and sheared through tight tolerances of
the mill’s rotor and stator. Controlled pressures, temperatures, and flows deliver a homogenous pavement
sealer with consistently sized particles. This creates a more stable emulsion for better performance in
longevity and color consistency in the field. A batch system is similar to a cake mixer, where conditions are
constantly changing throughout the process. This simplicity means that some particles may not get properly
mixed or sheared. Sealers made with a batch process are potentially unstable and can be less predictable.
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The results are real.What does this mean to you, the contractor, or property owner? GemSeal
pavement sealers made at our plants equipped with proprietary colloid mills outperform batch-made sealers.
In more than 50 years of manufacturing sealers, colloid milled sealers have shown better color uniformity,
consistency, and performance from load to load. Never guess what you get when pavement sealer arrives on
your jobsite. With GemSeal’s precision-controlled colloid milled sealers, you can expect the best.

YES, there really is a difference.When deciding which sealer to use on a job, understand the
differences in manufacturing before you buy. Then be sure to ask for GemSeal products, certified tested and
made with precision colloid mills for superior parking lot performance.

